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Each year, Di Filippo presents a different artist and topic in a blend of wine and art. For 

Novello 2009, we chose Massimiliano Bardi, contemporary of Roberto Di Filippo and 

fellow Umbrian, who presents his homeland to us.

Florentine Massimiliano Bardi has always painted, and has devoted 

himself entirely to art for the past several years. His style is quite 

personal, elegant and slightly ironic, telling stories of everyday life 

in small Italian towns. He paints these villages by “caricaturing” all 

their typical characters such as bakers, mail carriers, mayors, housewives, firefighters, fruit 

vendors and... Police Officers. These have become the signature of his paintings, through 

the colors of the uniforms, folklore, history, and “Italian-ness,” unequaled by the various 

characters of our villages. Warm, intense, serene, fairy tale colors, and serene, happy 

compositions inspired by good feelings that are never banal, imbued with stories to tell. 

The artist paints with an elegant touch, refined and with great emotional strength. His 

national production includes Christmas greeting cards for the Arma dei Carabinieri, the 

“Natale d’autore LINDOR” products for LINDT, artist of reference for “Assaggi d’Arte 

Gradara” 2007, and Assisi Endurance 2008; his many personal and collective works include 

those for Varese, Todi, Campione d’Italia, Bolzano, Sirmione, Cortona, Firenze, Luino, 

Monterosso al Mare, Cervia, Perugia, and San Gimignano.
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Artistic Novello Le 6 etichette firmate da Massimiliano Bardi
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La scatola da 6 bottiglie
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